
HBHA Middle School Supply Lists 

201-2020 

Grade 6 

All general school supplies will be checked in with the mentors on Tuesday, August 20. 

All students should have headphones or earbuds to be kept at school.  
All students: 5 Boxes of Tissues, 100 count 
Agenda/planner will be provided by HBHA 
Notebook Paper loose-leaf 
Post it flags 
Pencils, erasers, highlighters and pens 
1 -2” binders (Locking Slant-D Ring Binders work best and last the longest) 
A sturdy pencil bag 
8 plastic index dividers with pockets on both sides (example-Avery® Big Tab™  
Two-Pocket Insertable Plastic Dividers 81824) 
Headphones or ear buds to stay at school 
Art: Sketchpad 
English: 1 composition notebook labeled with your name 
Science: index cards, graph paper *composition notebook 
Hebrew: 2-Pocket Folder with prongs, highlighters, headphones, Clorox wipes, composition 
book, pencils with erasers 
Jewish Studies:  one 1” binder to stay in classroom, blue pens, highlighters (yellow & green) 
PE: Gym clothes and tennis shoes 
Items to have at home 
      Extra notebook paper 
      Pencils 
      Index cards 

Colored pencils 
Yoga: yoga mat 68"L x 24"W and between 3-5mm thick, composition notebook, blue or black pens 

 

Grade 7 

All general school supplies will be checked in with the mentors. 
All students: 4 Boxes of Tissues, 100 count 
Agenda/planner (bring your own or purchase an HBHA planner for $5.00) 
Notebook Paper-loose leaf 
Pencils, erasers, highlighters and pens 
Post it flags 
Sturdy pencil bag 
Binder(s) - feel free to organize your binder system as you wish, but you may not have more 
than 4 binders for your classes.   
Plastic index dividers for each class 
Headphones or earbuds to stay at school  
Algebra I: graph paper, notebook paper, ruler, three dividers for their notebook, a red pen, and 
a graphing calculator (TI-84+) 
Art: Sketchpad 
English: composition notebook 
Hebrew: 2-Pocket Folder with prongs, highlighters, headphones, Clorox wipes, composition 
book, pencils with erasers 
Jewish Studies 7: one 1” binder to stay in classroom, blue pens, highlighters (yellow & green) 



Math 7: 5 section dividers, graph paper, notebook paper, ruler, red pens and graphing 
calculator (TI 84+) 
PE: Gym Clothes and Tennis Shoes 
Science: index cards, graph paper composition notebook 
Items to have at home 
      Extra notebook paper 
      Pencils 
      Index cards 

Colored pencils 
Yoga: yoga mat 68"L x 24"W and between 3-5mm thick, composition notebook, blue or black pens 

 

Grade 8 

All general school supplies will be checked in with the mentors. 
All students: 4 Boxes of Tissues, 100 count 
Agenda/planner (bring your own or purchase an HBHA planner for $5.00) 
Notebook Paper-loose leaf 
Pencils, erasers and pens 
Binder(s) - feel free to organize your binder system as you wish, but you may not have more 
than 4 binders for your classes.   
Plastic index dividers for each class 
Algebra I: Graph Paper, red pen and Graphing Calculator (TI 84+) 
Art: Sketchpad 
English: 1 spiral notebook 
Geometry: Agenda, loose-leaf notebook paper, 3-ring binder, 4 index dividers, graph paper, 
graphing calculator (TI-84+), flat protractor with standard and metric ruler (can purchase from 
teacher for $1.00), pencils with erasers, $2.00 to purchase Bull's Eye Compass (not available in 
stores)( no spiral notebooks) 
Hebrew: Pocket Folder, highlighters, headphones, paper, pencils 
Jewish Studies: one composition notebook to stay in classroom, blue pens 
PE: Gym Clothes and Tennis shoes 
Science: index cards and graph paper composition notebook 
Items to have at home 
      Extra notebook paper 
      Pencils 
      Index cards 

Colored pencils 

Yoga: yoga mat 68"L x 24"W and between 3-5mm thick, composition notebook, blue or black pens 

 


